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Abstract

The Dirac equation with torsion in two-spinor form is further dis-
cussed. Properties of the torsion spinor are preliminary proved that
represent some improvement with respect to a previous formulation.
The Dirac equation is now obtained from an Einstein-Cartan-Hilbert-
Dirac action by varying the Dirac and the torsion spinor but not the
metric. There results the usual Dirac equation in two-spinor form that
contains also an interaction term between the Dirac spinor and its cur-
rent. The spinor derivative in the equation is not that of a covariant
derivative with torsion, but that of the torsion free derivative. As a
consequence, the current is conserved by the torsion free derivative, but
not by the covariant derivative with torsion. Properties of the metric
tensor that could allow a reduction of the difficulty of determining the
exact solution of the equation are discussed.
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1 Introduction

There are several reasons to consider torsion in the formulation of spin field
equations. Besides the mathematical interest, torsion introduces new parame-
ters suitable to describe further physical interactions. A typical effect of torsion
is the presence of non linear terms in the field equations [11, 18, 7, 4]. (A
constant torsion term can however be considered that leaves the Dirac equa-
tion linear [16]). On general ground, torsion can be included in the Standard
Model as discussed in [8, 13]. It is also pointed out that torsion naturally
arises in the formulation of String Theory [10].
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The role of torsion is particularly evident in the physical application of Dirac
equation in curved space-time. Torsion effect on neutrino oscillations can be
evaluated [2], in particular in case of axial symmetry [28]. Moreover, by
extending the result of ref. [5] obtained in Schwarzschild metric, resonance
and adiabatic propagation seem possible in vacuum for cosmological neutrinos
with torsional self interaction [24]. Also the modification of the spectrum of
the Hydrogen atom induced by torsion can be evaluated perturbatively [20].

On theoretical grounds, the Dirac equation with torsion is generally for-
mulated by the 4-dimensional spinor formalism [11, 1, 9]. The equation can
be canonically derived from a Lagrangian locally invariant under general co-
ordinate change and Lorentz rotations (e.g., [14]). It is well known thatthe 4-
dimensional formulation can be translated into the language of the 2-dimensional
spinor formalism where it clearly appears that torsion effect amounts to a self
interaction of the particle with its own current (see e. g., [19]). The 2-spinor
form of Dirac equation can be obtained directly from a suitable Einstein-
Hilbert-Cartan-Dirac action [21] by varying with respect to Dirac and torsion
spinor. Such procedure can be extended to the case of spin 1 field [22] and to
arbitrary spin field [25].

The object of the present paper is to re-obtain the Dirac equation with
torsion directly from a 2-spinor generalized Einstein-Hilbert-Cartan-Dirac ac-
tion different from the one employed in [21]. Variation is performed with
respect to torsion and Dirac spinor but not with respect to the metric tensor.
It is indeed assumed that the spin 1/2 field does not affect the cosmological
background. Note that varying with respect to the metric tensor, one would
arrive at a generalized coupled Einstein-Dirac equation. This is of cosmologi-
cal relevance but it is not the object of the present paper. Note that varying
with respect to gravity could have interesting but problematic aspects. Indeed
it has been shown that, at least in the Robertson-Walker space-time and in
the torsion free case, not only the coupled Einstein-Dirac equation but also
the coupled Einstein-boson field equation of non zero spin has no ”standard”
solutions [26, 27].

The generalized Dirac equation that follows from the mentioned procedure,
is in the line of the torsion free formulation of [12]. (The formulation of [19]
was in the line of [6]).

Formally, the resulting equation is not a Dirac equation with spinor co-
variant derivative with torsion. Instead it has the form of the usual 2-spinor
Dirac equation with in addition an interaction term between the spinor wave
function and its own current.

Finally, some comments on possible procedure for solving the generalized
Dirac equation with torsion in specific space-time models are proposed.
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2 Preliminary assumptions

The following considerations are developed in a 4-dimensional space-time of
metric gµν . The correspondence (↔) between complex tensor of rank n and
spinor of type (n, n) is obtained by the van der Waerden g-matrices: e. g.,
∇α ↔ ∇AB′ = gαAB′∇α. For mathematical conventions and assumptions
we refer to [17]. The covariant derivatives act in the same way on scalars,
∇̃AB′f = ∇AB′f . On the contravariant spinor they act as

∇̃AB′ξC = ∇AB′ξC + Θ C
AB′Dξ

D (1)

∇̃AB′ξC
′
= ∇AB′ξC

′
+ Θ

C′

AB′D′ ξD
′

(2)

∇̃AA′χPS
′
= ∇AA′χPS

′
+ Θ P

AA′X χXS
′
+ Θ

S′

A′AX′ χPX
′

(3)

ΘAB′CD = ΘAB′DC (∇̃AB′ εCD = 0, ∇AB′ εCD = 0) (4)

ΘA′BC′D′ = ΘBA′C′D′ (5)

The last property follows from ∇AB′ = gαAB′∇α and (1), (2) by requiring ∇̃α

to be real so that (∇̃AB′) ≡ ∇̃BA′ . The torsion spinor Θ can be symmetrized
in the non primed indexes

ΘAA′BC = Θ(A|A′|BC) +
1

3
(εABZA′C + εACZA′B) (6)

ZA′B = Θ X
XAB′ ⇒ ZAB′ = Θ

X′

AX′B′ (7)

The spinor Z was introduced in [21] with a factor i that has been dropped
here (see also [3]). In the following ∇ will denote the torsion free derivative
uniquely defined by the metric tensor through the Christoffel symbols; the
notation ∇̃ will be reserved to the covariant derivative with torsion.
As usual the Einstein -Hilbert-Cartan lagrangian density is defined by Lg =√
g R̃, (g = |det gik|, R̃ = R̃ αβ

αβ , R = R αβ
αβ ). By decomposing the scalar curva-

ture into the torsion and into the torsion free part [17] one has

Lg =
√
g[R +Q b

ac Q
ac

b −Q b
bc Q

ac
a ] (8)

Qabc ↔ ΘAA′BC εB′C′ + ΘAA′B′C′ εBC (a ≡ AA′, b ≡ BB′) (9)

Inserting the spinor expression of Q into Lg and using (6), (7) one finally
obtains

Lg =
√
g
{
R +

4

3
(ZB′DZ

B′D + Z̄BD′Z̄BD′
)

−Θ(A|A′|BC)Θ
(A|A′|BC) − Θ̄(A|A′|B′C′)Θ̄

(A|A′|B′C′)
}

(10)

A divergence term in the complete expression of R̃ has been neglected because
no variation of the boundary will be considered when applying the action
principle.
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3 Dirac equation with torsion

The spin-(1/2) particle of mass mo can be described by two two spinors P ≡
(PA) ∈ S10 and Q ≡ (QA′) ∈ S01 [12]. The Dirac equation with torsion is
obtained by defining the generalized Dirac Lagrangian

Ld =
√
g
{
i
√

2
[
Q
A∇AX′QX′

+ P
X′
∇AX′PA

]
+α

[
Q
A
ZB′AQ

B′
+ PAZB′AP

B′
] + α

[
QA′

ZBA′Q
B

+ P
A′
ZBA′PB]

+mo(QAP
A − PX′QX′

)
}

(11)

The formalism assumed here can be considered an extension of the one of Ref.
[12]. The equation of motion is obtained by the Euler-Lagrange equation

∂L

∂η
−∇XY ′

(
∂L

∂∇
XY ′η

)
= 0, L = Lg + Ld (12)

for each one of the spinor involved. By applying (15) for η = P
A′
, Q

A

Θ(A|A′|BC), ZA′A and ZAA′ one has, respectively,[
∇AB′ − i√

2

(
αZB′A + αZAB′

)]
PA − iµ∗QB′ = 0 (13)

[
∇AB′ − i√

2

(
αZB′A + αZAB′

)]
QB′

+ iµ∗PA = 0 (14)

Θ(A|A′|BC) = 0 (15)

ZA′A = −3

8
α(PAP

A′
+QA′

Q
A

) (16)

Z
AA′

= −3

8
α(PAP

A′
+QA′

Q
A

) (17)

By choosing η = PA, QA′
in (12) one obtains the complex conjugate equation

of (13), (14) respectively. [Variation with respect to gµν is not performed
because of problematic aspects. At least in the torsion free case, the Einstein-
Dirac equation (as well as the Einstein-boson fields equation) has no standard
solutions [26, 27]]. The spinorial current J associated to the Dirac field, JAA

′
=

(1/
√

2)(PAP
A′

+QA′
Q
A

), is therefore, by assuming α to be real, such that

ZA′A = − 3α

4
√

2
JAA

′
= Z

AA′
(α = α) (18)

The equation (13) , (14) read then[
∇AB′ + i

3

4
α2JAB′

]
PA − iµ∗QA′ = 0 (19)[

∇AB′ + i
3

4
α2JAB′

]
QB′

+ iµ∗PA = 0 (20)
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or in terms of the spinor wave function alone

∇AB′PA − i√
2

(
mo +

3

4
α2Q

A
PA
)
QB′ = 0 (21)

∇AB′QB′
+

i√
2

(
mo +

3

4
α2QB′

PB′

)
PA = 0 (22)

The equation (13), (14) (or (19), (20) or (21), (22)) represents a form of the
Dirac equation interacting with torsion. From (19), (20) it clearly appears
that non linearity amounts in a self interaction of the particle with its own
current. The form of the Dirac equation just determined is in the line of the
2-spinor formulation of Ref. [12]. By taking the complex conjugate of (23) and
the substitution QB′ → −QB′ , the equation resulting from (19), (20) is in the
line of the formulation given in [6]. The Dirac equation just obtained is the
2-spinor equivalent of the canonical 4-spinor formulation of Dirac equation in
curved space-time with torsion whose Lagrangian is assumed to be invariant
both on general coordinate change and local Lorentz rotations (e.g., [14, 19]).

The term in square brackets in (13), (14) (or in (19), (20)) cannot be
interpreted as a new covariant derivative with torsion because it does not obey
to the laws (1), (2). (The same conclusion follows for the mentioned version
of the Dirac equation in the line of [6]).

Another consequence of (13), (14) is that the current JAA′ is conserved by
the torsion free derivative:

∇AA′ JAA
′

= 0 (23)

This follows, e. g., from (13), (14) and their complex conjugate equations.
Instead the current is not conserved under the derivative with torsion. Indeed
if ∇̃AA′JAA

′
= 0, by (3), (23) one would have

Θ A
AA′X ZA′X + Θ

A′

A′AX′ ZX′A′
= 0 ⇒ ZAX′ZAX′

= 0 (24)

a result that vanish the effect of torsion. [To correct and make precise the last
sentence in [19], if the equation would be of the form ∇̃AA′PA + iµ∗QA′ =
0, ∇̃AA′QA′

+ iµ∗PA = 0, (see, e.g., [4]), the situation would be reversed:
∇̃AA′JAA

′
= 0, ∇AA′JAA

′ 6= 0)].

4 Remarks

A non trivial problem is to determine the explicit solution of the Dirac equa-
tion with torsion, say (21), (22). A way to proceed could be that of ap-
plying the Newman-Penrose formalism [15]. It is then possible to mention
some property of the metric tensor that could help to reduce the problem.
Accordingly, once a null tetrad frame has been defined, the covariant spinor
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derivative can be made explicit in terms of directional derivatives and spin
coefficients. If the metric does not depend on a coordinate variable x̄, then
so are the coefficients of the directional derivatives and of the spin coeffi-
cients. Therefore the x̄-dependence in (21), (22) factors out by setting QA′

=
qA

′
(k̄, xi) exp(ik̄x̄), PA = pA(k̄, xi) exp(ik̄x̄) (xi 6= x̄). In particular this ap-

plies to the time dependence of P, Q for any static metric. A meaningful appli-
cation of this is the Minkowski space-time. In this metric, the equations (21),
(22) admit of plane wave solutions of the formQA′

= qA
′
(kβ) exp(ikαx

α), PA =
pA(kβ) exp(ikαx

α). The parameters kα satisfy with mo a relation that is a gen-
eralization of the usual energy condition and the 4 constants qA

′
(kβ), pA(kβ)

are such that only two of them result independent [23]. Unfortunately, due to
non linearity, packets of plane wave solutions cannot be constructed in order
to (possibly) give a particle Quantum like interpretation.

Also the invariance of the metric tensor under some symmetry, may help
to reduce the difficulty of the problem. An example is given by the Robertson-
Walker metric. Due to spherical symmetry it is possible to factor out the
angular dependence of the spinor wave function in a way that generalizes that
of the torsion free case [20]. If the Robertson-Walker metric is further assumed
to be static, also the time dependence factors out (by the above argument)
and one is left with a pair of coupled radial non linear first order differential
equations whose solution is however not simple. Obtaining exact solutions of
those coupled equation (or a numerical integration) would improve, e. g., the
perturbative calculation of the energy spectrum of the Hydrogen atom due self
interaction induced by torsion [20].
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